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Abstract—All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) is one of the most
basic problems in graph algorithms. Given an n-node directed
or undirected graph with integer weights in {−nc, . . . , nc} and
no negative cycles, APSP asks to compute the shortest paths
distance between every pair of vertices. The fastest known
algorithm for APSP runs in n3/2Θ(

√
logn) time [Williams’14],

and no truly subcubic time algorithms are known.
One of the main hypotheses in fine-grained complexity is

that APSP requires n3−o(1) time. Another famous hypothesis
in fine-grained complexity is that the 3SUM problem for n
integers (which can be solved in O(n2) time) requires n2−o(1)

time. Although there are no direct reductions between 3SUM
and APSP, it is known that they are related: the (min,+)-
convolution problem reduces in a fine-grained way to both,
and both fine-grained reduce to the Exact Triangle problem.

In this paper we find more relationships between these two
problems and other basic problems. Pătraşcu had shown that
under the 3SUM hypothesis the All-Edges Sparse Triangle
problem in m-edge graphs requires m4/3−o(1) time. The latter
problem asks to determine for every edge e, whether e is in a
triangle. It is equivalent to the problem of listing m triangles
in an m-edge graph where m = Õ(n1.5), and can be solved
in O(m1.41) time [Alon et al.’97] with the current matrix
multiplication bounds, and in Õ(m4/3) time if ω = 2.

We show that one can reduce Exact Triangle to All-Edges
Sparse Triangle, showing that All-Edges Sparse Triangle (and
hence Triangle Listing) requires m4/3−o(1) time also assuming
the APSP hypothesis. This allows us to provide APSP-hardness
for many dynamic problems that were previously known to be
hard under the 3SUM hypothesis.

We also consider the All-Edges Monochromatic Triangle
problem. Via work of [Lincoln et al.’20], our result on All-
Edges Sparse Triangle implies that if the All-Edges Monochro-
matic Triangle problem has an O(n2.5−ε) time algorithm
for ε > 0, then both the APSP and 3SUM hypotheses are
false. The fastest algorithm for All-Edges Monochromatic
Triangle runs in Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time [Vassilevska et al.’06], and
our new reduction shows that if ω = 2, this algorithm is
best possible, unless 3SUM or APSP can be solved faster.
Besides 3SUM, previously the only problems known to be fine-
grained reducible to All-Edges Monochromatic Triangle were
the seemingly easier problems directed unweighted APSP and
Min-Witness Product [Lincoln et al.’20]. Our reduction shows
that this problem is much harder. We also connect the problem
to other “intermediate” problems, whose runtimes are between
O(nω) and O(n3), such as the Max-Min product problem.
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I. INTRODUCTION

All-Pairs Shortest Paths (APSP) is one of the most

fundamental problems in graph algorithms. In one of the

most general variants of the problem, one is given an n-

node directed or undirected graph with integer weights in

{−nc, . . . , nc} with no negative cycles and one needs to

compute the shortest paths distance between every pair of

vertices. A central question in graph algorithms is how fast

APSP in n node graphs can be solved. The fastest known

algorithm runs in n3/2Θ(
√

logn) time [1, 2], and no O(n3−ε)
time for ε > 0, so called truly subcubic algorithms are

known.

One of the main hypotheses in fine-grained complexity,

the APSP hypothesis, is that APSP requires n3−o(1) time1.

Another famous hypothesis is the 3SUM hypothesis that the

3SUM problem for n integers in {−nc, . . . , nc} requires

n2−o(1) time. 3SUM asks if three of the integers sum to

0 and can be solved in O(n2) time. Although there are no

direct reductions between 3SUM and APSP, it is known that

they are related, in a sense much more related than the third

core problem of fine-grained complexity Orthogonal Vectors

(OV). For instance, the (min,+)-convolution problem is

known to be fine-grained reducible to both 3SUM and APSP,

so that if APSP is in truly subcubic time, or 3SUM is

in truly subquadratic time, then (min,+)-convolution is in

truly subquadratic time [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Further, the Exact

Triangle problem is known to be harder than both APSP and

3SUM [5, 8], so that if it has a truly subcubic time algorithm,

then both the APSP and the 3SUM hypotheses would be

false. Meanwhile, it is not known how 3SUM and APSP

(or (min,+)-convolution and Exact Triangle) are related to

OV2.

In this paper we provide more relationships to other

problems that 3SUM and APSP have in common. Pătraşcu

[4] showed that 3SUM can be reduced in truly subquadratic

1All of the hypotheses are for the Word-RAM model of computation
with O(logn) bit words.

2The Min-Weight k-Clique problem can be reduced to both APSP and
moderate-dimension OV [9], but it is not known whether it can be reduced
to OV.
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time to the All-Edges Sparse Triangle problem of deter-

mining for every edge e in an n-node, m = Õ(n1.5)-
edge3 graph, whether e is in a triangle. Pătraşcu’s reduction

implies that under the 3SUM hypothesis, All-Edges Sparse

Triangle requires m4/3−o(1) time. All-Edges Sparse Triangle

is known to be equivalent to the problem of listing m
triangles in an m-edge graph where m = Õ(n1.5) [10], and

can be solved in O(m1.41) time [11] with the current matrix

multiplication bounds [12, 13], and in Õ(m4/3) time if the

exponent of square matrix multiplication ω is 2.

Our main result is a reduction from Exact Triangle to All-

Edges Sparse Triangle, thus showing that All-Edges Sparse

Triangle (and hence Triangle Listing) requires m4/3−o(1)

time also assuming the APSP hypothesis. This allows us

to provide APSP-hardness for many dynamic problems.

We also consider the All-Edges Monochromatic Triangle

problem (AE-MonoΔ) [14, 15, 16] in which one is given

an n-node graph G with colors on the edges, and one is

asked to return for every edge e, whether it appears in

a monochromatic triangle in G. The fastest algorithm for

AE-MonoΔ runs in Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time [14, 15]. Via work

of [16], our reduction from Exact Triangle to All-Edges

Sparse Triangle implies that if AE-MonoΔ has an O(n2.5−ε)
time algorithm for ε > 0, then both the APSP and 3SUM

hypotheses are false. This shows that if ω = 2, the known

algorithm for AE-MonoΔ is best possible, unless 3SUM and

APSP can both be solved faster.

Lincoln et al. [16] showed that 3SUM is in fact fine-

grained equivalent to the Monochromatic Convolution prob-

lem, which is the convolution version of AE-MonoΔ. These

two latter problems are very related (e.g. the known algo-

rithms for them are analogous, the only difference being the

use of FFT vs Fast Matrix Multiplication), to the extent that

one might conjecture that they are fine-grained equivalent.

If this bold conjecture were true, then 3SUM would be

equivalent to both problems, and thus APSP would reduce to

3SUM. We leave determining the veracity of this conjecture

to future work.

Besides 3SUM, previously, the only problems known to

be fine-grained reducible to AE-MonoΔ were the seemingly

easier problems directed unweighted APSP and Min-Witness

Product [16]. Our new reduction shows that this problem is

much harder. We also connect the problem to multiple so-

called “intermediate” problems, whose runtimes are between

O(nω) and O(n3), such as the Max-Min Product problem

that has been studied in relation to All Pairs Bottleneck Paths

[17, 18].

A. Our results

Here we give more details about the results summarized

above.

3The Õ notation in this paper hides poly-logarithmic factors.

Reductions from Exact Triangle.: The Exact Triangle

problem asks, given an n-node graph with integer edge

weights in {−nc, . . . , nc} for some constant c and a target

T , whether there are three vertices p, q, r so that w(p, q) +
w(q, r) + w(r, p) = T . Exact Triangle is equivalent to the

version of Exact Triangle in which the target T is 0 [5].

This is called the Zero Triangle problem (also known as

Zero-3-Clique or Love Triangle).

The brute-force algorithm for Exact Triangle runs in

O(n3) time. Meanwhile, as mentioned earlier, an O(n3−ε)
time algorithm for ε > 0 for Exact Triangle would violate

both the APSP hypothesis and the 3SUM hypothesis. The

Exact Triangle hypothesis states that Exact Triangle requires

n3−o(1) time in the word-RAM model of computation with

O(log n) bit words. This hypothesis is at least as believable

as the hypothesis that at least one of the 3SUM and APSP

hypotheses is true.

Our main result is a reduction from Exact Triangle to

certain unbalanced versions of Triangle Listing, and All-

Edges Triangle Listing in sparse graphs which can then

easily be reduced to other problems, including All-Edges

Sparse Triangle, AE-MonoΔ.

In our unbalanced triangle problems there are five param-

eters, α, β, γ, ρ, t. One is given a tripartite graph where the

three parts have nα, nβ , nγ vertices, respectively. The fourth

parameter ρ controls the edge density of the graph. Roughly

speaking, each vertex in the graph has an n−ρ fraction of

vertices as its neighbors. In the parameterized version of All-

Edges Triangle Listing one is asked to list for every edge e,

t triangles containing e (or all triangles containing e if there

are fewer than t triangles). In our parameterized version of

Triangle Listing, one is asked to list t triangles in the graph

(or all triangles if there are fewer than t triangle).

The statements of our reductions to the parameterized

versions of Triangle Listing and All-Edges Triangle Listing

are a bit technical (see Theorem 3.4 in Section III). We will

list some consequences.

Corollary 1.1: Any n-node instance of Exact Triangle

can be reduced in Õ(n2.5) time to Õ(n) instances of All-

Edges Sparse Triangle on graphs with O(n1.5) edges each.

Thus, assuming the Exact Triangle hypothesis, there is no

O(m4/3−ε) time algorithm for All-Edges Sparse Triangle

for any ε > 0.

Lincoln et al. [16] showed that computing a certain num-

ber of independent instances of All-Edges Sparse Triangle

is equivalent to AE-MonoΔ.

Theorem 1.2 ([16]): Computing m1/3 independent in-

stances of All-Edges Sparse Triangle with m edges each,

where the number of vertices in each instance is m2/3

is equivalent up to poly-logarithmic factors to computing

an AE-MonoΔ instance where the number of vertices is

n = O(m2/3).
Combining Corollary 1.1 and Theorem 1.2, we get the

following conditional lower bound for AE-MonoΔ.
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Corollary 1.3: Assuming the Exact Triangle hypothesis,

there is no O(n2.5−ε) time algorithm for AE-MonoΔ on

n-node graphs for any ε > 0.

We also achieve the following conditional lower bound

for even sparser triangle detection problems, as another

corollary of our main reduction.

Corollary 1.4: Let A be an algorithm for All-Edges

Sparse Triangle for n-node graphs where every node has

degree at most d = nδ for some 0 < δ ≤ 0.5. Assuming the

Exact Triangle hypothesis, A cannot run in O(n1−εd2) time

for any ε > 0.

Many 3SUM-hard problems are now also APSP-hard.:
Kopelowitz, Pettie and Porat [19] considered the SetDis-

jointness and SetIntersection problems. They showed 3SUM

hardness for both SetDisjointness and SetIntersection, which

were in turn used to show 3SUM hardness for many dynamic

graph problems.

The SetDisjointness problem can be viewed as an All-

Edges Sparse Triangle problem in constrained graphs, and

the SetIntersection problem can be viewed as a triangle

listing problem. Using our reductions from Exact Triangle

to All-Edges Sparse Triangle and Triangle Listing, we show

that the SetDisjointness and SetIntersection problems are

hard under the Exact Triangle hypothesis. Thus, we immedi-

ately get APSP-hardness for a variety of problems that were

previously known to be 3SUM-hard, including Dynamic

Maximum Cardinality Matching, Incremental Maximum

Cardinality Matching, d-Failure Connectivity and Triangle

Enumeration in graphs with particular arboricity [19]. One

example result is the following.

Corollary 1.5: Assume the Exact Triangle hypothesis (or

any one of the 3SUM hypothesis or the APSP hypothesis).

For any constants y ∈ (0, 1/2), x ∈ (0, 2y], there exists a

constant ε > 0 so that for graphs with n vertices, m edges,

arboricity α = Θ(nx) = Θ(my), and t < mα1−ε triangles,

it requires Ω(mα1−o(1)) time to list all triangles in the graph.

Notably, the SetIntersection problem of Kepolowitz et

al. is a more generalized version of the All-Edges Sparse

Triangle problem considered by Pătraşcu [4] and later by

Abboud and Williams [20]. Therefore, all conditional lower

bound results in [4] and [20] that use All-Edges Sparse

Triangle as an intermediate problem also hold under the

Exact Triangle hypothesis. These results include (but are

not limited to) dynamic st reachability, dynamic st shortest

paths, dynamic strong connectivity, subgraph connectivity,

Langerman’s problem, Pagh’s problem and Erickson’s prob-

lem. An example result from All-Edges Sparse Triangle is

the following.

Corollary 1.6: Assume the Exact Triangle hypothesis (or

any one of the 3SUM hypothesis or the APSP hypothesis).

Then there is no fully dynamic algorithm for s-t reachability

that can have O(m4/3−ε) processing time, O(ma−ε) update

time, and O(m2/3−a−ε) query time for some ε > 0 and

1/6 ≤ a ≤ 1/3.

Readers interested in reductions from triangle problems

to dynamic graphs problems can check [4, 19, 20] for more

details.

Reductions for intermediate problems.: The notion of

“intermediate” problems were first devised by Lincoln et

al. [16] who studied problems whose current best running

times are Õ(n2.5) if ω = 2. With the current bounds on

rectangular matrix multiplication [21], the running time of

these problems vary. The easiest “intermediate” problems

seem to be the unweighted directed APSP [22] problem

and the Min-Witness Product problem [23], whose best

algorithms run in Õ(n2.5286) time using the best bounds on

rectangular matrix multiplication [21]. Following them in

complexity, there are the Equality Product problem [24, 25]

and the Dominance Product problem [26, 27], which are

known to have Õ(n2.6598) time algorithms.

The Equality Product of two n × n integer matri-

ces A and B is the n × n matrix C with C[i, j] =
|{k | A[i, k] = B[k, j]}|. The Boolean version of the

problem, ∃Equality Product asks to determine whether

|{k | A[i, k] = B[k, j]}| > 0, for each i, j. The Dominance

Product of integer matrices A and B is the matrix C
with C[i, j] = |{k | A[i, k] ≤ B[k, j]}|. The Boolean

version of the problem, ∃Dominance Product asks whether

|{k | A[i, k] ≤ B[k, j]}| > 0, for each i, j. While the

regular versions of Equality Product and Dominance Product

are known to be equivalent [24, 25], their Boolean versions

are not known to be, although ∃Dominance Product can be

reduced to O(log n) instances of ∃Equality Product [24, 25].

There are also several intermediate problems that cur-

rently do not have any improvement brought by fast rectan-

gular matrix multiplication, and whose running times are

all Õ(n(3+ω)/2) = Õ(n2.6865). There problems include

for instance, the aforementioned AE-MonoΔ problem, the

(min,≤)-product problem, the Max-Min Product problem

studied in relation to the All-Pairs Bottleneck Paths and

All-Pairs Nondecreasing Paths [17, 18, 28], and the related

(min,=)-product which we introduce in this paper.

Lincoln et al. [16] gave reductions from unweighted

directed APSP to Max-Min Product and AE-MonoΔ, show-

ing that if there exists a T (n) time algorithm for Max-

Min Product or AE-MonoΔ, then one can also obtain an

Õ(T (n)) time algorithm for unweighted directed APSP.

They also give reductions from Min-Witness Product to

Max-Min Product and AE-MonoΔ.

These reductions are not tight when ω > 2, since they are

reductions from a seemingly easier problem (for which im-

provements via rectangular matrix multiplication are known)

to a harder problem (for which no improvements via rect-

angular matrix multiplication are known). For instance, in

order to use the reduction to AE-MonoΔ to get a better

algorithm for unweighted directed APSP, one would need

to obtain a better than Õ(n2.5286) time algorithm for AE-

MonoΔ. This doesn’t seem doable with current techniques.
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Hence a natural question is whether one can obtain tight

reductions between some of the intermediate problems.

As a first result in this direction, we show that AE-

MonoΔ is the hardest “intermediate” problem among the

ones mentioned above, as all of the problems can be reduced

to it. A key step in the reduction is to study a new problem

called All-Edges Monochromatic Equality Triangle (AE-

MonoEqΔ), which can be viewed as a combination of

AE-MonoΔ and ∃Equality Product. We delay its formal

definition to Section II. As the first step in the reductions,

we reduce AE-MonoΔ to AE-MonoEqΔ.

Theorem 1.7: If AE-MonoΔ has an Õ(n(3+ω)/2−ε) time

algorithm for 0 ≤ ε ≤ ω
2 − 1, then AE-MonoEqΔ has an

Õ(n(3+ω)/2−δ) time algorithm for δ ≥ 0. Moreover, if ε > 0
then δ > 0.

If we use ε = 0 in Theorem 1.7, we immediately get

an Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time algorithm for AE-MonoEqΔ, show-

ing that AE-MonoEqΔ is indeed another “intermediate”

problem. If ω > 2, we can use ε > 0 in Theorem 1.7

to get that any slight improvements over the current best

algorithm for AE-MonoΔ implies an improved algorithm

for AE-MonoEqΔ.

As suggested by the names of the problems, AE-MonoΔ
is a special version of AE-MonoEqΔ (See Section II for

the formal definition), so that any runtime improvements for

AE-MonoEqΔ imply runtime improvements of AE-MonoΔ.

Thus, AE-MonoEqΔ and AE-MonoΔ are sub-n(3+ω)/2-

fine-grained equivalent when ω > 2.

Next, we show that one can reduce all the “intermediate”

problems mentioned above to AE-MonoEqΔ.

Theorem 1.8: Suppose there exists a T (n) time algorithm

for AE-MonoEqΔ, then there exist Õ(T (n)) time algorithms

for all of the following:

• unweighted directed APSP,

• Min-Witness Product,

• ∃Equality Product,

• ∃Dominance Product,

• (min,=)-product,

• Max-Min Product,

• (min,≤)-product.

Some reductions in the above theorem were already

known. First of all, both Max-Min Product and ∃Dominance

Product can be reduced to (min,≤)-product [17]. Next, both

Min Witness Product and unweighted directed APSP can be

reduced to Max-Min Product [16]. As mentioned earlier,

∃Dominance Product reduces to ∃Equality Product, and the

latter easily reduces to (min,=)-product. Thus, to prove

Theorem 1.7, it suffices to give reductions from (min,=)-
product and (min,≤)-product to AE-MonoEqΔ.

Since AE-MonoEqΔ has an Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time algorithm,

Theorem 1.7 provides alternative algorithms for (min,=)-
product and Max-Min Product. These new algorithms are

also potentially simpler as they do not involve dealing with

sparse matrix products, which were the main source of

difficulty in the previous Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time algorithms for

the problems

Combining Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.8, we obtain that

AE-MonoΔ is the hardest “intermediate” problem among

all “intermediate” problems considered in [16], in the sense

that if there is any improvement of AE-MonoΔ over the

Õ(n(3+ω)/2) running time when ω > 2, there will also be

improvements for (min,=)-product, Max-Min Product and

(min,≤)-product.

AE-MonoEqΔ can be viewed as many independent in-

stances of a problem called AE-EqΔ, in which we are given

a graph G with edge values, and we are asked to decide for

each edge e in the graph, whether it is in a triangle such

that at least two of its three edges share the same edge

value. Via techniques used in the proof of Theorem 4 in

[16], we can show that computing a single instance of AE-

MonoEqΔ of size n is equivalent to, up to poly-logarithmic

factors, computing a certain number of instances of AE-EqΔ
on graphs with n vertices where the total number of edges

across all instances is Θ(n2).
Motivated by the simple nature of AE-EqΔ and its

relationship to our AE-MonoEqΔ problem, we consider

the monochromatic versions of other intermediate prob-

lems. The most interesting ones of these are arguably the

monochromatic versions of ∃Equality Product and (min,=)-
product which we call Monochromatic Equality Product and

Monochromatic (min,=)-product.

In the Monochromatic Equality Product problem (Mo-

noEq), we are given a tripartite graph G on vertex parts

I ∪ J ∪K. Each edge e in G has a color c(e). All edges e
in I ×K and J ×K has a value v(e). For every (i, j), we

need to decide if there exists k such that v[i, k] = v[j, k]
and c[i, k] = c[j, k] = c[i, j]. MonoEq can be regarded as

a combination of many sparse ∃Equality Product instances,

where we are given sparse matrices A and B, and we need

to compute their ∃Equality Product result on a small number

of entries. MonoEq is a special case of AE-MonoEqΔ, so

there exists an Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time algorithm for it.

The input to the Monochromatic (min,=)-product prob-

lem (MonoMinEq) is the same as the input to MonoEq.

For the output, instead of only determining for each (i, j)
the existence of k such that v[i, k] = v[j, k] and c[i, k] =
c[j, k] = c[i, j], we also have to output the minimum value

of such a v[i, k]. MonoMinEq can be viewed as combination

of many sparse (min,=)-product instances.

The best known algorithms for ∃Equality Product and

(min,=)-product have different running times, and it is un-

clear whether they are equivalent; clearly ∃Equality reduces

to (min,=)-product, but a reduction in the other direction

would imply an improvement over the known algorithms for

(min,=)-product.

Surprisingly, we are able to show that the monochromatic

versions, MonoEq and MonoMinEq, are equivalent up to
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poly-logarithmic factors.

Theorem 1.9: If there exists a T (n) time algorithm

for Monochromatic Equality Product, then there exists

an Õ(T (n)) time algorithm for Monochromatic (min,=)-
product, and vice versa.

Theorem 1.9 also implies an Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time algorithm

for MonoMinEq.

II. PRELIMINARIES

In this section, we recall formal definitions of problems

considered in this paper and define notations used in the

proofs.

A. Hardness Sources

Definition 2.1 (3SUM): Given n integers from the set

{−nc, . . . , nc} for constant c, determine if three of the

integers sum to 0.

Conjecture 2.2 (3SUM hypothesis): In the word-RAM

model with O(log n) bit words, there is no O(n2−ε) for

ε > 0 time algorithm for 3SUM.

Definition 2.3 (APSP): Given an n-node directed graph

with integer weights in {−nc, . . . , nc} and no negative

cycles, compute the shortest paths distance between every

pair of vertices.

Conjecture 2.4 (APSP hypothesis): In the word-RAM

model with O(log n) bit words, there is no O(n3−ε) for

ε > 0 time algorithm for APSP.

Definition 2.5 (Exact Triangle, ExactΔ): Given an inte-

ger T and an n-node graph with integer edge weights in

{−nc, . . . , nc} for some constant c, decide whether there are

three vertices p, q, r so that w(p, q)+w(q, r)+w(r, p) = T .

Conjecture 2.6 (Exact Triangle hypothesis): In the word-

RAM model with O(log n) bit words, there is no O(n3−ε)
for ε > 0 time algorithm for Exact Triangle.

It is known that either the 3SUM hypothesis or the APSP

hypothesis implies the Exact Triangle hypothesis [5, 8].

Definition 2.7 (Zero Triangle, ZeroΔ): Given an n-node

graph with integer edge weights in {−nc, . . . , nc} for some

constant c, decide whether there are three vertices p, q, r so

that w(p, q) + w(q, r) + w(r, p) = 0

It is known that Exact Triangle is sub-cubic fine-grained

equivalent to Zero Triangle [5].

B. Graph Problems

Definition 2.8 (AE-SparseΔ): Given an n-node m-edge

graph G = (V,E), determine for every edge e ∈ E whether

e is in a triangle.

Definition 2.9 (UnweightedAPSP): Given an n-node di-

rected unweighted graph G = (V,E), compute the shortest

paths distance between every pair of vertices.

C. Set Problems

we define two problems investigated in [19]: SetDisjoint-

ness and SetIntersection.

Definition 2.10 (SetDisjointness): Given a universe U , a

family F ⊆ 2U of subsets of U , and q pairs of queries

(S, S′) ∈ F ×F , determine for each query (S, S′) whether

S ∩ S′ is empty.

Definition 2.11 (SetIntersection): Given a universe U , a

family F ⊆ 2U of subsets of U , q pairs of queries (S, S′) ∈
F ×F and a number T , output elements of S ∩S′ for each

query (S, S′). It is allowed to terminate the algorithm once

it outputs T elements in total.

D. Matrix Product Problems

Definition 2.12 (MinWitness): Given two n × n Boolean

matrices A,B, compute an n× n matrix C such that

Ci,j = min({k : Ai,k = Bk,j = 1} ∪ {∞}).
Definition 2.13 ((max,min)-product): Given two n × n

integer matrices A,B, compute an n×n matrix C such that

Ci,j = max
k

min {Ai,k, Bk,j} .
We define a generic (⊕,⊗)-product, where ⊕ maps a

set of integers to an integer, and ⊗ maps two integers to

a Boolean value.

Definition 2.14 ((⊕,⊗)-product): Given two n× n inte-

ger matrices A,B, compute an n× n matrix C such that

Ci,j = ⊕({Bk,j : Ai,k ⊗Bk,j}k).
We can define operation NonEmpty that returns 1 if a

set is nonempty, and 0 otherwise. We can therefore define

∃Equality Product as (NonEmpty,=)-product, and define

∃Dominance Product as (NonEmpty,≤)-product.

If we define min(∅) = ∞ and max(∅) = −∞, then

(min,=)-product, (min,≤)-product and (max,≤)-product

all fall into this generic definition without ambiguity.

E. Problems with Colors

Definition 2.15 (AE-MonoΔ): Given an n-node graph

G = (V,E), where every edge e ∈ E has a color

c(e). Determine for every edge e, whether it appears in a

monochromatic triangle in G.

Definition 2.16 (AE-MonoEqΔ): Given an n-node graph

G = (V,E), where each edge e ∈ E has a color c(e) and a

value v(e). Determine for every edge e, whether it appears

in a monochromatic triangle in G that at least two of its

edges share the same value.

Definition 2.17 (MonoEq): Given a graph G = (I ∪ J ∪
K,E), where |I| = |J | = |K| = n. Each edge e in the

graph has a color c(e). Each edge e in I ×K and J ×K
has a value v(e). For every (i, j), decide if there exists k
such that v(i, j) = v(j, k) and c(i, k) = c(j, k) = c(i, j).

Definition 2.18 (MonoMinEq): Given a graph G = (I ∪
J ∪K,E), where |I| = |J | = |K| = n. Each edge e in the
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graph has a color c(e). Each edge e in I×K and J×K has

a value v(e). For every (i, j), compute the minimum value

of v(i, k) where v(i, k) = v(j, k) and c(i, k) = c(j, k) =
c(i, j).

Definition 2.19 (Mono. (min,≤)-product): Given a tri-

partite graph G = (I ∪J ∪K,E), where |I| = |J | = |K| =
n. Each edge e in the graph has a color c(e). Each edge e in

I×K and J×K has a value v(e). For every (i, j), compute

the minimum value of v(j, k) where v(i, k) ≤ v(j, k) and

c(i, k) = c(j, k) = c(i, j).

F. Notations

For a graph G = (V,E), a node v ∈ V and U ⊆ V , we

use deg(v, U) to denote |{u ∈ U : (v, u) ∈ E}|.
We use ω(a, b, c) to denote the rectangular matrix multi-

plication exponent, i.e. the smallest real number z such that

the time to multiply an na×nb matrix by an nb×nc matrix

is O(nz+ε) for all ε > 0. In particular, let ω = ω(1, 1, 1) be

the exponent for square matrix multiplication. It is known

that ω ∈ [2, 2.373) [12, 13]. The best known bounds for

ω(a, b, c) are in [21].

III. HARDNESS OF SPARSE TRIANGLE LISTING

We define a parameterized version of Triangle Listing. In

this version, the graph has three parts of vertices. Each of

the three parts can have different sizes, but edge densities

between any pair of the parts are the same.

Definition 3.1 ((α, β, γ, ρ, t)-All-Edges Triangle Listing):
Given a tripartite graph G with vertex set A ∪B ∪C, such

that |A| = nα, |B| = nβ , |C| = nγ . Let X,Y ∈ {A,B,C}
be two different parts of the graph. For any v ∈ X , it is

guaranteed that deg(v, Y ) ≤ O(n−ρ|Y |). The (α, β, γ, ρ, t)-
All-Edges Triangle Listing problem asks to list, for each

e ∈ E ∩ (A × B), all triangles containing e if there are

fewer than t such triangles or t distinct triangles containing

e if there are at least t such triangles.

Definition 3.1 defines the triangle listing problem slightly

differently from the usual definition. In previous works (e.g.

[10, 29]), the algorithm for triangle listing is required list up

to T triangles in the the whole graph, while (α, β, γ, ρ, t)-
All-Edges Triangle Listing asks to list up to t triangles for

each edge.

We also define an unbalanced triangle listing problem

when we have to list up to T triangles globally.

Definition 3.2 ((α, β, γ, ρ, T ) Triangle Listing): Given a

tripartite graph G whose vertex set is A∪B ∪C, such that

|A| = nα, |B| = nβ , |C| = nγ . Let X,Y ∈ {A,B,C} be

two different parts of the graph. For any v ∈ X , deg(v, Y ) ≤
O(n−ρ|Y |). The (α, β, γ, ρ, T ) Triangle Listing problem

asks to list all triangles in G if there are fewer than T
triangles or list T distinct triangles in G if there are at least

T triangles.

Triangle Listing and All-Edges Triangle Listing are

strongly related problems. For instance, it can be shown

that (α, β, γ, ρ, t)-All-Edges Triangle Listing can be reduced

to, up to polylogarithmic factors, (α, β, γ, ρ, nα+β−ρt) Tri-

angle Listing, by a reduction similar to the reduction for

Theorem 15 in [10]. This reduction means that if we have

hardness for (α, β, γ, ρ, t)-All-Edges Triangle Listing, then

we also have hardness for (α, β, γ, ρ, T ) Triangle Listing

when T = nα+β−ρt. However, this argument won’t work

when T < nα+β−ρ, since it would require us to set t < 1,

which doesn’t make sense. Therefore, to circumvent this

difficulty, we will directly reduce Exact Triangle to both

Triangle Listing and All-Edges Triangle Listing.

The triangle listing problems require us to actually list

triangles for some edge e. However, many problems we

consider, including All-Edges Sparse Triangle and AE-

MonoΔ, only require the algorithms to output whether some

triangle containing edge e exists. Thus, in order to reduce to

these problems, we define the following version of triangle

detection.

Definition 3.3 ((α, β, γ, ρ)-All-Edges Sparse Triangle):
Given a tripartite graph G whose vertex set is A∪B∪C, such

that |A| = nα, |B| = nβ , |C| = nγ . Let X,Y ∈ {A,B,C}
be two different parts of the graph. For any v ∈ X , it is

guaranteed that deg(v, Y ) ≤ O(n−ρ|Y |). The (α, β, γ, ρ)-
All-Edges Sparse Triangle problem asks to determine, for

each e ∈ E ∩ (A×B), whether e is in a triangle or not.

Now we are ready to present the reduction from Exact

Triangle to triangle listing problems.

Theorem 3.4: Fix nonnegative constants 0 ≤ α, β, γ ≤ 1
and ρ < min{α, β, γ}. There exists an Õ(n3−min{α,β,γ}+ρ)
time randomized reduction from a Zero Triangle in-

stance with n vertices to Õ(n3−α−β−γ+2ρ) instances

of (α, β, γ, ρ, 900nγ−2ρ + 1)-All-Edges Triangle List-

ing. Similarly, there is also an Õ(n3−min{α,β,γ}+ρ)
time randomized reduction from a Zero Triangle in-

stance with n vertices to Õ(n3−α−β−γ+2ρ) instances of

(α, β, γ, ρ, 8100nα+β+γ−3ρ + 1) Triangle Listing.

Proof:
We will first provide the reduction to All-Edges Triangle

Listing. The reduction to Triangle Listing can be obtained

via slight modifications.

Step 1:
Fix a Zero Triangle instance G. We can randomly assign

its vertices to one of three colors, and only keep edges whose

two endpoints have different colors. If we repeat Θ(log n)
times, a zero triangle in G will remain in at least one of the

graphs. Thus it suffices to solve Zero Triangle on a tripartite

graph.

Suppose G is a tripartite graph with vertex parts A,B,C.

First, we split vertex parts A,B,C to parts of size nα, nβ , nγ

respectively. We could enumerate all n3−α−β−γ triples of

parts, and detect zero triangle within each triple of parts.

In the remainder of the reduction, it suffices to reduce each

individual unbalanced zero triangle instance of vertex set

sizes |A| = nα, |B| = nβ , |C| = nγ to (α, β, γ, ρ, t)-All-
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Figure 1. The main reduction in Section III is from ExactΔ/ZeroΔ to parameterized versions of triangle detection and triangle listing. This reduction
implies hardness for SetDisjointness, SetIntersection, AE-SparseΔ and AE-MonoΔ.

Edges Triangle Listing instances.

Step 2:
We assume the edge weights w(·, ·) in the Zero Triangle

instance are integers whose absolute values are bounded by

nk for some constant k ≥ 1. We pick an arbitrary prime

p that is between 100nk and Dnk log n for large enough

constant D. By the Prime Number Theorem, a random

integer in this range is a prime with probability Ω(1/ log n),
so it takes Õ(1) time to find such a prime by randomly

picking integers in this range and test its primality. After

we determine p, we can regard all the weights of the graph

as elements in Fp by taking the weight of every edge modulo

p. Since the weight of each triangle is in [−3nk, 3nk] while

p ≥ 100nk, the set of zero triangles with respect to the new

weights stays the same.

Step 3:
Let x ∈ Fp be a random element from Fp, and let yv ∈ Fp

be random elements from Fp for every v ∈ A∪B ∪C. For

every edge e = (a, b) ∈ E∩(A×B), we set its new weight to

w′(a, b) = xw(e)−yb+ya; for every edge e = (a, c) ∈ E∩
(A×C), we set its new weight to w′(a, c) = xw(e)−ya+yc;

for every edge e = (b, c) ∈ E ∩ (B × C), we set its new

weight to w′(b, c) = xw(e) − yc + yb. Let the graph with

the new weights be G′.

Clearly, as long as x �= 0, the set of zero triangles

with weights w′(·, ·) is exactly the same as the set of zero

triangles with weights w(·, ·). Thus, false positives occur

with probability 1
p ≤ 1

100nk ≤ 0.01.

Step 4:
We split Fp into nρ contiguous ranges L1, . . . , Lnρ , so

that each range has size between �p/nρ� and �p/nρ�. We

enumerate every triple of i, j, k such that 0 ∈ Li+Lj +Lk.

For every pair of i, j, the size of Li + Lj is O(p/nρ). In

order for 0 ∈ Li+Lj +Lk, we need Lk ∩−(Li+Lj) �= ∅.
Since each Lk has size Θ(p/nρ), there can be at most O(1)
ranges Lk that intersect with −(Li + Lj). Thus, the total

number of such triples is O(n2ρ).

For each triple (i, j, k), we consider a subset of edges

Ei,j,k defined as

{e ∈ E ∩ (A× C) : w′(e) ∈ Li}
∪{e ∈ E ∩ (B × C) : w′(e) ∈ Lj}
∪{e ∈ E ∩ (A×B) : w′(e) ∈ Lk}.

Let Gi,j,k = (A∪B∪C,Ei,j,k) be the subgraph of G′ with

edge set Ei,j,k. Clearly, if graph G′ has a zero triangle, one

of Gi,j,k will have a zero triangle, and vice versa.

Now we change Gi,j,k so that the degree of every vertex is

bounded. For each v ∈ A, if deg(v, |B|) > 100|B|n−ρ+200
or deg(v, |C|) > 100|C|n−ρ+200, we remove the vertex v
from graph Gi,j,k. We similarly handle vertices in parts B
and C that have large degrees.

Finally, we use an algorithm for (α, β, γ, ρ, t)-All-Edges

Triangle Listing for t = 900nc−2ρ + 1 on graph Gi,j,k to

list up to 900nc−2ρ + 1 triangle for each edge e ∈ Ei,j,k ∩
(A×B). If any of these listed triangles is a zero triangle in

the original graph G, we return YES to the Zero Triangle

instance.

Step 5:
We repeat the previous steps 100 logn times. If no zero

triangle is found in any of these 100 logn tries, we return

NO to the Zero Triangle instance.

Analysis
It should be clear why Step 1 through Step 3 works via

the in-text explanations. Now we prove why Step 4 and Step

5 work.

Claim 3.5: Fix any zero triangle (a, b, c) in Gi,j,k where

a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C. With probability at least 0.94, none

of a, b, c will be removed in Step 4 due to having a large

degree.

Proof: First consider deg(a,B). For any b′ ∈ B \ {b},
w′(a, b′) = x·w(a, b′)−yb′+ya. Conditioned on the fact that

(a, b), (b, c), (c, a) ∈ Ei,j,k, yb′ is a completely new random

variable. Therefore, Pr[(x, b′) ∈ Ei,j,k] = Pr[w(a, b′) −
yb′ + ya ∈ Lk] =

|Lk|
p ≤ �pn−ρ�

p ≤ n−ρ + 1
p . Therefore, the
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expected value of deg(a,B) can be written as

E [deg(a,B)] = 1 + E

⎡
⎣∑
b′ �=b

[(a, b′) ∈ Ei,j,k]

⎤
⎦

≤ 1 + |B|n−ρ +
|B|
p
≤ 2 + |B|n−ρ.

Thus, by Markov’s inequality,

Pr
[
deg(a,B) > 200 + 100|B|n−ρ

] ≤ 0.01.

We can apply the same argument to deg(a, C), deg(b, A),
deg(b, C), deg(c, A) and deg(c, B) and take a union bound.

Thus, with probability at least 0.94, all of these degrees will

be small enough so that none of a, b, c are removed.

We also need to show that listing 900nγ−2ρ +1 triangles

for each edge will be enough, i.e. there are not too many

false positives for each edge e ∈ Ei,j,k ∩ (A×B).
Claim 3.6: Fix any zero triangle (a, b, c) in Gi,j,k where

a ∈ A, b ∈ B, c ∈ C. The number of vertices c′ such that

1) (a, c′), (b, c′) ∈ Ei,j,k, and

2) w(a, b) +w(b, c′) +w(c′, a) �= 0 (Recall that w(·, ·) is

viewed as elements in Fp, so all operations are modulo

p).

is at most 900nγ−2ρ with probability at least 0.99.

Proof: Let c′ be any c′ ∈ C such that w(a, b) +
w(b, c′) + w(c′, a) �= 0. If (a, c′), (b, c′) ∈ Ei,j,k, then

w′(a, c′), w′(a, c) ∈ Li and w′(b, c′), w′(b, c) ∈ Lj . Since

Li and Lj are both ranges of size at most �pn−ρ�, we must

have {
w′(a, c)− w′(a, c′) ∈ [−pn−ρ, pn−ρ]

w′(b, c)− w′(b, c′) ∈ [−pn−ρ, pn−ρ] .

We can expand out the definition of w′ to get{
x · (w(a, c)− w(a, c′)) + (yc − yc′) ∈ [−pn−ρ, pn−ρ]

x · (w(b, c)− w(b, c′)) + (yc′ − yc) ∈ [−pn−ρ, pn−ρ].
(1)

Each of the two values in Equation (1) is clearly uniformly

at random. To show these two values are independent, we

consider the sum of these two values, which is x ·(w(a, c)+
w(b, c) − w(a, c′) − w(b, c′)). Since w(a, b) + w(b, c′) +
w(c′, a) �= 0, while w(a, b)+w(b, c)+w(c, a) = 0, we have

w(a, c)+w(b, c) �= w(a, c′)+w(b, c′). Thus, the sum of the

two values in Equation (1) is the product of x with a nonzero

value. Thus, the sum of these two values is also a uniformly

random variable. Conditioned on the sum, x · (w(a, c) −
w(a, c′))+ (yc− yc′) is also uniformly at random, since the

sum does not contain the yc′ term. Thus the two values in

Equation (1) are independent. Therefore, the probability that

Equation (1) happens is at most (2n−ρ + 1
p )

2 ≤ 9n−2ρ.

Summing over all c′ ∈ C, the expected number of c′

satisfying conditions 1) and 2) is at most 9nγ−2ρ. Thus, the

probability that the number of such c′ exceeds 900nγ−2ρ is

at most 0.01.

If an edge (a, b) is in a zero triangle (a, b, c) in the original

graph G, then this zero triangle is preserved in one instance

Gi,j,k before removing any vertices. Then we will report a

triangle containing edge (a, b) as long as

1) we don’t remove any of a, b, c in the vertex removal

process in Step 4 (which happens with probability at

least 0.94 by Claim 3.5);

2) the number of nonzero triangles containing (a, b) in

Gi,j,k is at most 900nγ−2ρ(which happens with prob-

ability at least 0.99 by Claim 3.6).

Therefore, by union bound, each iteration reports at least

one zero triangle with constant probability if the original

graph has a zero triangle. Thus, repeating the iterations for

O(log n) time suffices.

Running Time:
We split the n-node graph to n3−α−β−γ unbalanced

graphs in Step 1. For each unbalanced graph, we reduce

it to n2ρ instances of (α, β, γ, ρ, 900nγ−2ρ + 1)-All-Edges

Triangle Listing. The running time of the reduction is linear

(up to poly-logarithmic factors) to the total input size of all

the triangle listing instances. Thus, the running time is

Õ(n3−α−β−γ+2ρ · (nα+β−ρ + nβ+γ−ρ + nα+γ−ρ))

=Õ(n3−min{α,β,γ}+ρ).

The reduction from Zero Triangle to Triangle Listing
The reduction is largely the same as the previous reduc-

tion. The only difference in the reduction is that now in Step

4, we use the (α, β, γ, ρ, T ) Triangle Listing algorithm on

graph Gi,j,k to list up to T = 8100nα+β+γ−3ρ+1 triangles,

and test whether any of these triangles is a zero triangle. The

correctness analysis of this reduction requires a more careful

analysis of the expected number of triangles in Gi,j,k. We

omit the details and defer the full proof of this part to the

full version of this paper.

Theorem 3.4 shows hardness for listing triangles in some

special graphs. To show the hardness for detecting triangles,

we still need a reduction from triangle listing to triangle

detection. Theorem 15 in [10] is such a reduction that

reduces listing O(1) triangles for each edge to detecting

whether each edge is in a triangle; however, that reduction

changes the structure of the graph. Specifically, it does not

necessarily reduce an (α, β, γ, ρ,O(1))-All-Edges Triangle

Listing instance to (α, β, γ, ρ)-All-Edges Sparse Triangle

instances. Thus, we give a new structure-preserving reduc-

tion from triangle listing to all edge triangle detection. The

reduction adapts the techniques for finding the witnesses of

Boolean matrix multiplication [30, 31].

Proposition 3.7: Let α, β, γ be any positive constants

and let ρ ≤ min{α, β, γ}. There exists an Õ((nα+β +
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nβ+γ + nγ+α)n−ρ) time randomized reduction from an

(α, β, γ, ρ,O(1))-All-Edges Triangle Listing instance to

Õ(1) instances of (α, β, γ, ρ)-All-Edges Sparse Triangle.

We defer the proof of Proposition 3.7 to the full version

of this paper.

Using Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.7, we obtain the

following corollaries. As their proofs are standard, we defer

the proofs to the full version.

Corollary 3.8: There exists a reduction from Exact Tri-

angle to Õ(n) instances of All-Edges Sparse Triangle of

O(n1.5) edges. Thus, assuming the Exact Triangle hypoth-

esis, there is no O(m4/3−ε) time algorithm for All-Edges

Sparse Triangle for ε > 0.

Corollary 3.9: Assuming the Exact Triangle hypothesis,

there is no O(n2.5−ε) time algorithm for AE-MonoΔ on

n-node graphs for ε > 0.

Corollary 3.10: Let A be an algorithm for All-Edges

Sparse Triangle for n-node graphs where every node has

degree at most d = nδ for some 0 < δ ≤ 0.5. Assuming the

Exact Triangle hypothesis, A cannot run in O(n1−εd2) for

ε > 0.

Corollary 3.11: For any constant 0 < θ < 1, let A
be an algorithm for offline SetDisjointness where |U | =
Θ(N2−2θ), |F| = Θ(N), each set in F has at most

O(N1−θ) elements from U , and q = Θ(N1+θ). Assuming

the Exact Triangle hypothesis, A cannot run in O(N2−ε) for

ε > 0.

Corollary 3.12: For any constants 0 ≤ θ < 1 and 0 <
δ, let A be an algorithm for offline SetIntersection where

|U | = Θ(N1+δ−θ), |F| = Θ(
√
N1+δ+θ), each set in F

has at most O(N1−θ) elements from U , q = Θ(N1+θ), and

T = O(N2−δ). Assuming the Exact Triangle hypothesis, A
cannot run in O(N2−ε) for ε > 0.

IV. REDUCTIONS BETWEEN INTERMEDIATE PROBLEMS

Consider an AE-MonoEqΔ instance G = (V,E). We can

copy the vertex set of G three times to parts I, J,K, and then

plant the edges of G to I×J, J×K and I×K. Thus we only

need to solve AE-MonoEqΔ on tripartite graphs. Say we

want to report for every edge between parts I and J , whether

it is in a monochromatic equality triangle. Depending on

where the two edges with the same values are, we can split

the problem to three cases shown in Figure 3.

Cases (b) and (c) are symmetric, so it suffices to only

consider case (a) and case (b). The following theorem

shows that we can solve AE-MonoEqΔ in Õ(n(3+ω)/2)
time. Moreover, when ω > 2, if AE-MonoΔ has a better

algorithm, so does AE-MonoEqΔ. However, when ω = 2,

we must have λ = 0 in the theorem, so AE-MonoEqΔ won’t

necessarily have a better algorithm given a better algorithm

for AE-MonoΔ.

Theorem 4.1: Suppose ω ≥ 2 + λ for some λ ≥ 0, and

suppose AE-MonoΔ has an O(n(3+ω)/2−ε) time algorithm,

then AE-MonoEqΔ has an

Õ

⎛
⎝n

(ω+3)/2−
λ

2(κ−1)
ε

ω+3+ λ
2(κ−1)

−2ε

⎞
⎠

time algorithm, where κ ≥ 3 is a constant depending on ω
and λ.

Proof: We first show the algorithm for AE-MonoEqΔ
on tripartite graphs I ∪ J ∪ K with values on edge sets

I ×K and J ×K (Case (a) in Figure 3). We define a good

triangle (i, j, k) to be a triangle where all its three edges

have the same color, and v(i, k) = v(j, k). For each edge

e ∈ E ∩ (I × J), the algorithm needs to report whether it is

in a good triangle or not.

We will create a new graph G′ such that the edges of G′

only has colors, instead of having both colors and values.

The vertex set of G′ will be I∪J ∪(K×V), where V is the

set of all values in G (we will create the graph lazily, so we

won’t actually spend time creating those vertices that end

up not having any neighbors). The edge set and the colors

on edges between I and J in G′ is the same as the edge

set between I and J in G. For each edge (i, k) in E(G)
with value v and color c, we create an edge between i and

(k, v) in G′ with the same color c. Similarly, for each edge

(j, k), in E(G) with value v and color c, we create an edge

between j and (k, v) in G′ with the same color c. We can

see that edge (i, j) is in a good triangle in G if and only

if it is in a monochromatic triangle in G′. Thus, from now

on, we can focus on the All-Edges Monochromatic Triangle

problem on the unbalanced graph G′.
Let D ≥ 1 and T ≥ n be some parameters to be

fixed later. For each color c, let G′c be the subgraph of G′

consisting of vertices of G′ and all edges with color c. For

each vertex (k, v) ∈ K ′, if its degree in G′c is at most D,

then we can enumerate all pairs of its neighbors and test if

these three vertices form a triangle in Õ(1) time. If a triangle

(i, j, (k, v)) is found during the enumeration, we record that

edge (i, j) is in a good triangle. After the enumeration, we

can remove the vertex (k, v) together with all edges incident

to it from the graph G′c. Summing over all c and all (k, v),
these enumerations take O(n2D) time. We can now assume

that, in each G′c, the degree of every vertex (k, v) ∈ K ′ is

at least D.

We consider two cases, based on the the remaining size

of K ′ in G′c. As a high level description, if the size of K ′ is

at least T , we use rectangular matrix multiplication. When

the size of K ′ is less than T , we combine all instances

with a small size of K ′ across every G′c into a single AE-

MonoΔ instance, and use the assumed O(n(3+ω)/2−ε) time

algorithm for AE-MonoΔ. We describe and analyze these

two cases in more details in the following.

Rectangular matrix multiplication for more unbal-
anced colors
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Figure 2. Main reductions in Section IV. Double arrows represent that the running times before and after the reduction are the same up to poly-logarithmic
factors. Dashed arrows represent reductions that hold only when ω > 2.
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Figure 3. Three cases for AE-MonoEqΔ. The red edges represent edges
colors, and the black edges represent edge values.

For a subgraph G′c, if K ′ has size at least T , we use

rectangular matrix multiplication to determine whether each

edge e ∈ E(G′c) ∩ (I × J) is in a triangle. To do so, we

create an integer matrix X of dimension |I| × |K ′| and an

integer matrix Y of dimension |K ′|×|J |. Initially all entries

in X and Y are zero. If there is an edge between i ∈ I and

k′ ∈ K ′, we set the (i, k′)-th entry of X to 1. Similarly,

if there is an edge between j ∈ J and k′ ∈ K ′, we set

the (k′, j)-th entry of Y to 1. It is then not hard to see

that edge (i, j) is in a triangle if and only if (XY )i,j > 0.

Since |I|, |J | ≤ n, it would take O(nω(1,logn |K′|,1)) time to

multiply X and Y .

In order to analyze rectangular matrix multiplication, we

need some bound on ω(1, t, 1) in the regime when ω ≥ 2+λ.

Claim 4.2: There exists a constant κ such that for every

1 ≤ t ≤ 3, ω(1, t, 1) ≤ ω + (t− 1)(1− λ
2(κ−1) ).

The proof of this claim can be found in the full version

of this paper.

Let t = logn T . If the size of K ′ in G′c is nqc for

some qc ≥ t, then it takes O(nω(1,qc,1)) time to com-

pute XY . Clearly 1 ≤ t ≤ qc ≤ 3, so nω(1,qc,1) =

O(nω+(qc−1)(1− λ
2(κ−1)) ) by Claim 4.2. Since the degree of

every vertex in K ′ is at least D, and the total number of

edges across all G′c is O(n2), the sum of the sizes of K ′ is at

most O(n
2

D ). In other words,
∑

c n
qc = O(n

2

D ). Therefore,

the overall time complexity can be bounded as the following

up to constant factors.∑
c

nω+(qc−1)(1− λ
2(κ−1)

) = nω ·
∑
c

n(qc−1)/n
(qc−1)λ
2(κ−1)

≤ nω ·
∑
c

n(qc−1)/n
(t−1)λ
2(κ−1)

=
nω+1+ λ

2(κ−1)

DT
λ

2(κ−1)

.

Therefore, this case takes at most O(n
ω+1+ λ

2(κ−1)

DT
λ

2(κ−1)

) time.

All-Edges Monochromatic Triangle for moderately
unbalanced colors

In this part, we consider colors c such that the K ′ part in

G′c has at most T vertices. Since T ≥ n we can assume the

number of vertices in G′c is at most 2n + T ≤ 3T . Also,

if we sum over the number of edges of G′c of every c, the

total number of edges is at most n2.

Note that the graph on each G′c is an All-Edges Sparse

Triangle instance. We can actually combine all these in-

stances to a single All-Edges Monochromatic Triangle in-

stance of size Õ(T ) by a similar reduction of the proof of

Theorem 1.2.

The reduction from All-Edges Sparse Triangle to All-

Edges Monochromatic Triangle in Theorem 1.2 works as

follows [16]. Let H be a multi-graph on 3T vertices, initially

with no edges. For each All-Edges Sparse Triangle instance

on vertex set [3T ], we take a random permutation of its

vertices, and copy each edge in this instance to H , and

color these edges using a color unique to this instance. On

expectation, for every (u, v) ∈ [3T ]× [3T ], the multiplicity

of (u, v) in H is n2

(3T )2 = O(1). Since the permutations for

graphs G′c are independent for different colors c, by Chernoff

bound, the multiplicity of any (u, v) is O(log n) with high

probability. For every (u, v) in [3T ] × [3T ], we arbitrarily

label its corresponding O(log n) edges using numbers from

1 to O(log n). Then we enumerate O(log3 n) triples (i, j, k)
of labels. For each triple (i, j, k), we create a graph on
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vertex set V1 � V2 � V 3, where V1 = V2 = V3 = [3T ].
Between V1 and V2, we add edges in H with label i;
between V2 and V3, we add edges with label j; between

V3 and V1, we add edges with label k. Then a triangle in

one All-Edges Sparse Triangle instance corresponds to some

monochromatic triangle in one of these O(log3 n) instances.

This finishes the reduction.
For each of the O(log3 n) instances of AE-MonoΔ, we

can use the assumed O(n(3+ω)/2−ε) time algorithm for AE-

MonoΔ, so we get an Õ(T (3+ω)/2−ε) time algorithm for

this case.
Running Time The three cases have running times

O(n2D), O(n
ω+1+ λ

2(κ−1)

DT
λ

2(κ−1)

), and Õ(T (3+ω)/2−ε) respectively.

We can balance them by setting T = n
1+ 2ε

ω+3+ λ
2(κ−1)

−2ε
and

D = T (3+ω)/2−ε

n2 . The overall running time is

Õ

⎛
⎝n

(ω+3)/2−
λ

2(κ−1)
ε

ω+3+ λ
2(κ−1)

−2ε

⎞
⎠ .

The case where the values are on edge sets I × J and

I ×K (Case (b) in Figure 3) can be solved similarly with

the same running time.

Next, we show reductions to AE-MonoEqΔ from many

other intermediate problems.
Theorem 4.3: If there is a T (n) time algorithm for AE-

MonoEqΔ, then there is an O(T (n) log n) time algorithm

for (min,=)-product.
The main idea in the proof is parallel binary search. We

defer the details to the full version of this paper.
Theorem 4.4: If there is a T (n) time algorithm for AE-

MonoEqΔ, then there is an O(T (n) log2 n) time algorithm

for (min,≤)-product.
Theorem 4.4 can be proved by considering the binary

representations of the input matrix entries and using the

parallel binary search idea. We defer the details to the full

version of this paper. Using a similar idea, we can get a

reduction to AE-MonoEqΔ from (max,≤) product. Even

though (max,≤)-product looks similar to (min,≤)-product,

and their best algorithms both run in Õ(n(3+ω)) time [18],

we don’t know if they are equivalent.
Proposition 4.5: If there is a T (n) time algorithm for AE-

MonoEqΔ, then there is an O(T (n) log2 n) time algorithm

for (max,≤)-product.
Now we consider the Monochromatic Equality Product

problem, which can be viewed as Case (a) of AE-MonoEqΔ.
Our proof of Theorem 4.3 only uses Case (a) of AE-

MonoEqΔ (see the full version of this paper), so the

same proof actually shows a reduction from (min,=)-
product to Monochromatic Equality Product. In fact, we will

show that Monochromatic Equality Product is equivalent

to Monochromatic (min,=)-product which is a stronger

version of (min,=)-product.

Theorem 4.6: If there is a T (n) time algorithm for

Monochromatic (min,=)-product then there is an O(T (n))
time algorithm for Monochromatic Equality Product. Also, if

there is a T (n) time algorithm for Monochromatic Equality

Product, then there is an O(T (n) log n) time algorithm for

Monochromatic (min,=)-product.

We further consider Monochromatic (min,≤)-product,

which turns out also has an Õ(n(3+ω)/2) time algorithm.

Proposition 4.7: If there is a T (n) time algorithm for AE-

MonoEqΔ, then there is an O(T (n) log2 n) time algorithm

for Monochromatic (min,≤) Product.

We defer the proofs of Theorem 4.6 and Proposition 4.7

to the full version of this paper.
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